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"An exhaustive simulation of a manned mission to Mars meticulously detailed... this
is an extremely daunting affair." -Pinback 5d3b920ae0
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I like the art style but thats where it ends. Really nothing to do most of the time and lacking any real depth. Doubt we will see
much more added since this is not early access. My gameplay video really shows everything there is to the game to see.. I
wanted to like this game, I really did but there just isn't enough to do. It's also full of what are to be frank,moves. Besides
dealing with the occasional choice and dodging some things, the only thing to do is play a basic shooter game. Unless of course,
the ship gets a virus and your auto nav goes down which only does one thing, stops you playing the side game. Which is just a
totalmove. The game is also quite buggy, twice the ship had a virus that did nothing to it. A crew memeber died without me
noticing, then mysteriously came back to life again later on. They also don't respond quickly enough to problems. A virus had
knocked out my mass drivers, from the half way point to beyond the two thirds points, when with Mars in sight of course I got
killed by a metor storm. Why had they not given me the choice to fix it I have no idea. Plus the total lack of control tutorial is
just lazy and half arsed.. Love this game very origon trail esc is fairly short but with a fun min game to keep you haeving fun
during traveling! It doesn't overstay its welcome and higly replayabel making it something you'll want to replay a few times just
to push yourself and really explore what the game has to offer. Definitely recommended.. Nice premise, just needs a bit of work
to worthwhile. Random deaths or fatal accidents is one thing, but my ship crashed three times in a row on take off, that is just
North Korean level incompetence. I can imagine this being a lot of fun. Add some things for the player to do, like the tasks
should be more involved rather than a damn progress bar and 50/50 chance of them failing or not. Shooting asteroids is just
amazingly boring, no editable controls. And the mini-games REDIFINE repetitive, inane, mind-numbing boring. With that
being said, I really think this could be an awesome retro game, BTW I do love the green color, that part at least was pretty cool.
Please do some work on this and upgrade. If you have plans to do this, please disregard my remarks and I eagerly await its
completion.. Lots of fun to play! But this is a simulation game, not an action game. Sometimes there's long stretches of time
where not much happens.. This game is terrible. It is so short and there is not really anything to do except play the mini game
and clicking a few buttons. I feel like 9.99 for the title is a mssive ripoff. DO NOT BUT THIS GAME.. This game is too bland,
although the overall graphics concept is OK. The music (if it can even be called such) and sound effects are awful.. Mars 2030
is magnificent and formidable! This game captures a sense of reality with a mix of nostalgia for the games I loved playing as a
youth. Take a space walk to fix damage to your ship or send your crew members to the media room to cheer them up. Will your
ship and the choices you make for your crew endure the trip to Mars? Test your mettle while juggling the trials and tribulations
of space travel. All the while defending Earth's space station from an alien invasion wave upon wave. Attention to artistry and
dark color scheme gives this game an edge you rarely see in similar games, and is what really gives this game heart.
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